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Student Name: __________________________________________________________  Teacher: ____________________________________ 

My Learning This Week 
Directions: Write the date in the box on the left; then put a check mark in each box when all of your hard 
work is done. We miss you, and hope to see you at school again very soon! 

Date My Daily Learning 

 ❏ I spent between 75 and 95 minutes on my daily activities. 
❏ I read all the directions before I asked for more help. 
❏ If required, I wrote all my answers in complete sentences. 
❏ I used my neatest penmanship, and my writing can be read by both me and an adult. 
❏ I double-checked my written answers for correct capitalization, punctuation, and grammar. 
❏ I read for at least 20 minutes today. 
❏ My teacher will be proud of my hard work and perseverance. 
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❏ My teacher will be proud of my hard work and perseverance. 
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Grade , Day 1 

Day 1 Instructions and Resources 

Monday, 4/20 

Math (25 minutes) 

Math Fact Practice (5 minutes): Practice the multiplication math facts for under a minute! Time 
yourself! Then, practice your Math Flashcards the rest of the time.  
 

5x3=  10x0= 3x6=  2x4=  1x5= 0x10= 

2x5= 3x8= 3x10= 2x9= 3x4= 5x5= 

5x7= 10x10= 10x8= 0x5= 5x9= 10x8= 

2x7= 3x5= 3x2= 5x4= 10x9= 10x2= 

0x6= 0x4= 1x6= 3x7= 5x8= 3x1= 

 

New Unit: Fractions! 

Independent Work (20 minutes) Read and study the examples. Then, answer the problems below. 
Check your work when you’re finished! 
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Grade , Day 1 
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Grade , Day 1 
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Grade , Day 1 

Spalding (10 minutes) 

 
Attached to the back of this packet, write the 
assigned words in the following way: 
 
1. Say the word. 
2. Use the word in a sentence. 
3. Show syllables and finger spelling for the word. 
4. Write the word. Remember to say the 
phonograms aloud as you write. 
5. Mark the word with the correct spelling rules. 
6. Repeat for each assigned word. 
7. When you have finished the word list, read for 
spelling (read only individual sounds 
in each word). 
8. Read for reading (read the whole word). 

Literature  (15 minutes) 

Read Chapter 17 in Charlotte’s Web aloud to a parent, older sibling, or silently to yourself.  
As you read…  

1. Take your time and read carefully.  
2. Make sure that you follow all punctuation!  
3. If reading aloud, practice using the proper tone of voice to show the meaning of the text. 

(You can raise or lower the pitch of your voice at different times depending on the story.) 
 
Discussion questions (asked by a parent or older sibling . Look for the part in the text that relates to 
each question. 

● Why do you think Fern and Avery were so excited when they arrived at the fair? 
● Why is Wilbur worried when they get to the fair? 
● What did crowds at the fair gather to see? 
● What did Charlotte tell Wilbur about the pig next to him ? 

Grammar (5 minutes) 

Say the following definitions out loud: 
A verb is a word that shows an action or a state of being. 
A noun is a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea.  
An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 
An adverb is a word that describes a verb, adjective, or another adverb. 
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Grade , Day 1 

 
Circle the adverbs in the following sentences. Remember an adverb can describe a verb, adjective, 
or another adverb. (Hint: There may be more than one in each sentence): 

I ate my supper gratefully. 

I drank my milk thirstily and ate my sandwich carefully. 

I ate my lunch hungrily, asked for my dessert politely, and waited for it patiently. 

It is an extremely hot day. 

This is a perfectly beautiful flower! 

The baby is unusually noisy today. 

The dog howled incredibly loudly. 

History (15 minutes) 

Let’s take a minute to recall what we learned last week as we read,  “Trouble at Sea”.  Do you 
remember the trouble between American and British ships?  At this same time,  America was also 
having trouble at home: American settlers had begun to clash with Native Americans who lived in 
territory that these settlers wanted to claim for themselves, as they moved west.  Let’s read to find 
out what happened with the Native Americans.  
 

 Trouble at Home 
 Trouble at sea turned into trouble at home. In the early 1800s, Americans were moving west into 
present-day Ohio and Indiana. A Native American Shawnee chief named Tecumseh wanted to stop the 
settlers moving west onto Native American land. Tecumseh knew that the Native Americans needed 
guns to defend their land. But where could they get these weapons? One place was from Canada, which 
was controlled by the British. The British did not want Americans to move close to Canada. So the 
British secretly agreed to help Tecumseh.  Tecumseh united many Native American tribes against the 
American settlers. This made the American government nervous.  In 1811, the United States sent 
soldiers to a Native American camp at Tippecanoe Creek in Indiana. The American soldiers killed many 
Native Americans. This is known as the Battle of Tippecanoe. The next year, in 1812, war broke out 
between the United States and Great Britain. 
 
Vocabulary: 
Settlers are people who move to live in a new place.  
“American settlers” refers to people who originally lived in one of the early states and who moved 
to live in territory where Native Americans already lived. 
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Grade , Day 1 

 
➔ On the map above, use your finger to show the direction in which Americans were moving 

(west). Then locate the territory to which Americans were moving in the early 1800s 
(present-day states of Ohio and Indiana).  Now, locate Canada.  Finally, can you find the 
location of Tippecanoe?  

 
Consider the following questions: 

● Why might Americans have been interested in moving west?  
● Why did the Native American chief named Tecumseh want to stop the settlers from  moving 

west? 
● Why did the British help Tecumseh?  
● Why did the Battle of Tippecanoe take place? 

 

 

Latin (10 minutes) 

●   Say the following vocabulary words 3x each, 1x while standing, 1x while 
sitting and 1x while standing on one leg. 
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Grade , Day 1 

Latin English Latin English 

prātum meadow ōceanus ocean 

sōlitūdo desert unda wave 

aqua water insula island 

flūmen river paeninsula peninsula 

lacus lake mare  sea 

 

● Learn this new question about Rome. Ask your parents or a sibling to read you the 
question and answer 2x. Repeat the answer after them. Next have them just read the 
question and see if you can remember the answer!  According to legend, who founded 
Rome? According to legend, Romulus founded Rome. 

Music (10 minutes) 

● Warm-Up:  
❏ Sing “Make New Friends” with the new words and march to the steady beat 

around the room, backyard, or other area.  
❏ Conduct “duple meter” while you sing!  

●  “Are You Sleeping?”  
❏ Sing the song while marching again! First, sing in English.  
❏ Now, sing it in French. If you need help, the words are here below:  
❏ Then, sing on your rhythm syllables (ta, ti-ti, to-oo ) and tap the rhythm into 

your hands! Remember:  

This is called ta: This is called ti-ti:        This is called to-oo:  

Real names:    quarter note       two eighth-notes                                             half note  

❏ Now, sing it again on the rhythm syllables but this time, sing all the 
eighth-notes ( ti-ti) in your head! Good luck!  

❏ For fun: Teach the song to someone in your family and sing it in a 
canon with them! Remember, don’t get distracted!  
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Grade , Day 1 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Day 2 Instructions and Resources 

Tuesday, 4/21 

Math (30 minutes) 

Math Word Problem (5 minutes) 

Write your own *addition* word problem. Use the space below to write the word problem in 
manuscript, write the equation, write the number bond, and write your answer sentence (10 
minutes). If you have extra time, draw a picture at the bottom.  

Word Problem: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Equation: Number Bond: 

 

 

Answer Sentence: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Draw a picture (optional):  
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Independent Work (25 minutes): Today you are learning about how to write fractions! Read the 
information and examples below. Then, answer the questions.  
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Grade 2, Day 2 
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Grade 2, Day 2 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

Spalding (10 minutes) 

 
Attached to the back of this packet, write the 
assigned words in the following way: 
 
1. Say the word. 
2. Use the word in a sentence. 
3. Show syllables and finger spelling for the word. 
4. Write the word. Remember to say the 
phonograms aloud as you write. 
5. Mark the word with the correct spelling rules. 
6. Repeat for each assigned word. 
7. When you have finished the word list, read for 
spelling (read only individual sounds 
in each word). 
8. Read for reading (read the whole word). 

Literature  (15 minutes) 

Read Chapter 18 in Charlotte’s Web aloud to a parent, older sibling, or silently to yourself.  
As you read…  

1. Take your time and read carefully.  
2. Make sure that you follow all punctuation!  
3. If reading aloud, practice using the proper tone of voice to show the meaning of the text. 

(You can raise or lower the pitch of your voice at different times depending on the story.) 
 
Discussion questions (asked by a parent or older sibling . Look for the part in the text that relates to 
each question. 

● Charlotte finished her web. Why didn’t anyone notice it right away? 
● What was unusual about Charlotte that night? 
● According to Charlotte, what did the word Humble mean? 
● Why didn’t Wilbur feel lonely when the Arables and Zuckermans left him? 
● How did Charlotte describe what she was making? 

Science (15 minutes) 

Remember last week we learned about animal life cycles.  Animals are born, then they grow, then 
they reproduce (have children), and then they die. We then explored the life cycle of the chicken. An 
important part of the chicken life cycle is the egg. Today, we will be learning  
about the parts of the egg and how they serve the growing chick inside.  
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Grade 2, Day 2 

 
Question: Can you tell me about one part of the egg and the job it does to serve the growing chick 
inside? Write it in a complete sentence, use correct punctuation, and write neatly in cursive or 
manuscript! 
 
An important part of the egg is the _______________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Now draw your own diagram of the chicken egg. Be sure to label all the parts of the egg.  
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Grade 2, Day 2 

 

Writing (5 minutes) 

Review what you wrote about the egg above and ask yourself the following questions: 

1. Did I answer in complete sentences? 
2. Does each sentence begin with a capital letter? 
3. Does each sentence end with a period, question mark, or exclamation point? 
4. Are there any words I should check the spelling on? 
5. Did I use my best cursive handwriting? 

Take the time to review and make your work excellent. Show your parents or older sibling what 
you have written and have them check it for accuracy. 

Art (10 minutes) 

● Find an egg in your home to study.  
● Please note that when drawing an egg it is important to notice that an egg is 

made-up of two shapes connected -a circle and a round-tipped triangle.  
● On a plain piece of paper (can be the back of your packet), practice drawing 20 times 

egg shapes. 
● On the other side of paper, please draw a horizon line and light-source symbol in the 

right corner. Save your artwork for the next art session. 
● Video of Lesson: https://cloud.swivl.com/v/1f55e39f02dc2ff04ad99e07f5a9cfcc 
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Grade 2, Day 2 

P.E. (10 minutes) 

Activity:  

❏ 30 Jumping Jacks 
❏ 1 minute of arm and leg stretches 
❏ Go for a nice walk or a run! (see the challenge if you want to record how far you're 

walking/running each day! 
Greek Marathon Challenge: I’m challenging you to complete an entire marathon during 
the rest of this school year! That’s 26.2 miles! 
Steps:  

1. Have a hard copy of the greek marathon worksheet so you can color it in as you 
complete each mile! 

2. Each time you go for a walk or run make sure to measure how far you go so you can 
color it in when you get back. 

3. Be sure to begin at the START and then only color in the sections you’ve completed. 
Remember to show honesty! 

4. Continue filling in the rest of the greek marathon map until you’ve colored in all 26.2 
miles on the greek marathon worksheet! 

Tips: 
1. Each circle = 1 mile, so if you run half a mile only color in ½ the circle. If you 

complete ¼ of a mile, only color in one small section of the circle. 
2. Make sure an entire circle is completed before you begin coloring the next circle, 

that way when you FINISH the entire map is filled. 
3. For added fun, each time you shade in part of the map use a different color!  
4. You can also color in all the images around the map! 
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Grade 2, Day 2 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Day 3 Instructions and Resources 

Wednesday, 4/22 

Math (25 minutes) 

Math Fact Practice (5 minutes): Practice the math facts for under a minute! Time yourself! Then, 
practice your Math Flashcards the rest of the time. Do you know all your multiplication facts? If not, 
go practice them!  
 

2x5= 3x4= 5x5= 2x7= 1x5= 10x1= 

0x10= 5x3= 3x7= 2x4= 3x8= 3x10= 

3x9= 2x10= 3x2= 3x1= 1x4= 5x6= 

5x8= 1x11= 2x11= 2x12= 5x10= 3x6= 

3x5= 2x8= 3x3= 10x9= 10x7= 5x3= 

 
Independent Work (20 minutes): Read the examples below. Next, solve the problems.  
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Grade 2, Day 3 
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Grade 2, Day 3 
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Grade 2, Day 3 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Spalding (10 minutes) 

Attached to the back of this packet, write the 
assigned words in the following way: 
 
1. Say the word. 
2. Use the word in a sentence. 
3. Show syllables and finger spelling for the word. 
4. Write the word. Remember to say the 
phonograms aloud as you write. 
5. Mark the word with the correct spelling rules. 
6. Repeat for each assigned word. 
7. When you have finished the word list, read for 
spelling (read only individual sounds 
in each word). 
8. Read for reading (read the whole word). 

Literature  (15 minutes) 

Read Chapter 19 in Charlotte’s Web aloud to a parent, older sibling, or silently to yourself.  
As you read…  

4. Take your time and read carefully.  
5. Make sure that you follow all punctuation!  
6. If reading aloud, practice using the proper tone of voice to show the meaning of the text. 

(You can raise or lower the pitch of your voice at different times depending on the story.) 
 
Discussion questions (asked by a parent or older sibling . Look for the part in the text that relates to 
each question. 

● What did Charlotte call her egg sac? 
● In what ways had Charlotte changed overnight? 
● What “bad news” did Templeton report to Charlotte and Wilbur? 
● How many eggs were in the egg sac? 

Grammar (5 minutes) 

Answer the questions out loud.  
What is a sentence? What is a verb?  
What is a noun? What is an adjective? 
What is an adverb? 
 
Read the following story, as you read it underline the adjectives and circle the adverbs. If you 
cannot finish it today, you can continue to work on it on Friday. 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

 

The Storm  

By Sara Buffington  

The two little boys eagerly pressed their round faces against the large window. They longed 

to go outside and play. The older boy sweetly asked their mother, “Mommy, may we go outside and 

play? We would love to ride our bikes today.”  

The mother joined her sons at the window and gazed at the sky. “Look at the sky,” she said 

softly. “Do you see the low, dark, gray clouds? That means a storm is coming. Let’s stay inside this 

afternoon.”  

Just then they heard a long, rumbling sound. “I know that sound,” the younger boy said 

quietly. “That’s thunder.” They looked cautiously at the dark sky. More loud rumbles of thunder 

boomed overhead. The two boys looked at their mother anxiously. So she turned on a bright lamp 

and said cheerfully, “Let’s play a game of Chutes and Ladders. We can sit here near the window so 

we can play and watch the storm.”  

They were having great fun playing the board game, and barely heard the pitter-patter of 

little drops of rain on the roof. But soon the pitter-patter sound changed into a loud, continuous 

thumping. The rain was pouring! They looked out the window and saw sheets of rain battering their 

car, yard, and street. “Mommy, do you see the little waterfalls running from the roof ?” said the 

older boy. “They are forming big puddles on the ground!”  

A flash of bright light pierced the sky. It was lightning! After a few seconds, they heard a 

crackling sound, quickly followed by a huge boom. The dazzling lightning and rumbling thunder 

startled the boys. But they were not scared. They were inside a dry, safe room. The lightning flashed 

and the thunder rolled. The little boys gazed out of the window. It was exciting to watch the storm, 

but they were glad to be inside!  

“Plink! Plunk! Plink!” They heard a sound like tiny pebbles hitting the roof. The boys peered 

out through the window and saw little white balls of ice steadily falling from the sky. “That’s hail,” 

their mother explained. “The rain freezes in the sky and then it falls to the ground.” The boys 

thought that hail was strange, but fun. Imagine, ice falling from the sky in the middle of summer!  

After a while, the noisy hail stopped. The thunder gradually moved away. The lightning 

flashed, but it was pale and distant. The rain faded into a light drizzle. The sky grew lighter and 

lighter. Soon, the sun came out and shone down on the wet grass and enormous puddles.  

“Boys,” their mother said, “you may go outside and play now.”  

“Hurrah!” the boys cheered. “But let’s watch another summer storm tomorrow!” 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

History (15 minutes) 

❏ What happened at the Battle of Tippecanoe?  
Many Native Americans were killed by American soldiers. 

❏ What happened the year after the Battle of Tippecanoe?  
War broke out between the United States and Great Britain. 

❏ Besides impressing sailors, how was Great Britain attempting to make trouble for 
American settlers? Great Britain gave arms to the Native Americans to prevent American 
settlers from moving close to Canada, an area controlled by the British. 

 
We have learned that war broke out between America and Great Britain in 1812. Now, we will start 
to find out about some of the things that happened during the war. 
 

 America at War  
James Madison was the president of the United States when war broke out in 1812. He had not wanted 
to go to war with Great Britain. However, some members of the American Congress, who were angry 
with the British, did! They were known as War Hawks.  

                              
James Madison had first gone to Washington to help President Thomas Jefferson run the government. 
Both men believed that the government should work for the good of the people. When he became 
president himself, his wife, Dolley, often advised him when he had to make difficult decisions. 
 
Vocabulary: 
Congress is the group of people who make the laws for the United States. People in Congress are 
elected by the people of each state.  
War Hawks was the name given to some Americans who wanted to go to war with Great Britain.  
 

➢ Answer in a complete sentence: Who was James Madison? 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grade 2, Day 3 

Latin (10 minutes) 

● Say the following vocabulary words 3x each. 
● Here is a video of Ms. Crimmins reviewing this week’s flashcards for you to watch 

and say the words with her. 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/17fe7662be6e72f6dc19e243b972b494 
 

lītus seashore (coast/beach) 

portus harbor 

urbs city 

via road 

lux light 

tenebrae darkness 

arum gold 

argentum silver 

 

Music (10 minutes) 

● Warm-Up:  
❏ Sing “Are You Sleeping?/Frere Jacques”and march to the steady beat around 

the room, backyard, or other area.  
❏ Try this! Sing and show a different motion for each different rhythm syllable. 

You may need to look back at the music on Day 1’s work to remember when to 
do what!  Here’s an example: 

❏ ta (Quarter note) - clap  
❏ ti-ti (Two eighth-notes) - tap on your head  
❏ to-oo (Half note) - Slide  

❏ Here is a video of Ms. Caranto explaining rhythm syllables: 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/341225e014bb034afa9cf2668bd30e64  

● Apple Tree  
❏ Sing the song and put the steady beat in your feet. Say out loud: “The beat 

stays steady!”  
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Grade 2, Day 3 

❏ Sing the song again and tap the rhythm into your hand. Tap and say this out 
loud: “Rhythm is the way the words go!” Make sure your tapping matches 
what you’re saying.  

❏ Sing on rhythm syllables (ta, ti-ti, etc.) and tap into your hand. The music is 
below.  

❏ Here is a video of Ms. Caranto singing “Apple Tree” on rhythm 
syllables and with a body ladder: 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/26e845b05a7668929fcb85a6e588773a  

❏ Lastly, sing the song on the words and sing with your body ladder! To start 
you off…  

    

   Ap-ple                  tree (2x),       Will your          ap-ples                 fall on              me?  
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Day 4 Instructions and Resources 

Thursday, 4/23 

Math (25 minutes) 

Math Word Problem (5 minutes) 

Write your own *subtraction* word problem. Use the space below to write the word problem in 
manuscript, write the equation, write the number bond, and write your answer sentence (10 
minutes). If you have extra time, draw a picture at the bottom.  

Word Problem: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Equation: Number Bond: 

 

 

Answer Sentence: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Draw a picture (optional):  
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Independent work (20 minutes): Today we are learning how to add fractions to make one whole. 
Look at the picture below. You will see four parts that are shaded and five parts are not. When you 
add the shaded parts and the non-shaded parts together, you will get one whole.  

 
Now, answer the questions below.  
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Spalding (10 minutes) 

Review all 15 words  
 

On the attached Spalding Review page, write the assigned words in the following way: 
1. Say the word. 
2. Use the word in a sentence. 
3. Show syllables and finger spelling for the word. 
4. Write the word. Remember to say the phonograms aloud as you write. 
5. Mark the word with the correct spelling rules. 
6. Repeat for each assigned word. 
7. When you have finished the word list, read for spelling (read only individual sounds 
in each word). 
8. Read for reading (read the whole word). 

Literature (15 minutes) 

Read “Mr. Vinegar and His Fortune”  Virtues story (found in the Additional Resources section) aloud 
with a parent, older sibling, or silently to yourself.  As you read, consider the virtue of 
self-discipline.  Once you have finished reading, discuss these ideas:  
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Grade 2, Day 4 

 

● How do the characters show or lack this virtue?  What other virtues do the characters show 
or lack in the story? 

● Has Mr. Vinegar learned a lesson from his actions?  
● Retell the story in your own words.  

Science (15 minutes) 

We’ve learned about the life cycle of the chicken and the parts of the chicken egg. Today, we will 
explore the life cycle of the frog! Think to yourself: Do frogs lay eggs? What do they look like when 
they hatch? Frogs are amphibians, meaning they are born with gills and can only survive in water 
when they are young. As amphibians grow to adulthood, they develop the ability to breath air and 
survive outside of the water. Most amphibians lay eggs that do not have a shell. Young amphibians 
do not look like their parents. They change form as they develop. Most young amphibians have body 
parts for living in the water. Most adult amphibians have body parts for living on land. Study the 
diagram below and observe how frogs change and develop as they grow.  
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Question: Can you tell me what the stages of the frog life cycle are? Write one sentence that lists the 
life cycle from beginning to end. Write it in a complete sentence, use correct punctuation, and write 
neatly in cursive or manuscript! 
 

The frog’s life cycle begins with_____________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Now draw your own Life Cycle of the frog just like the one above!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Writing (5 minutes) 

Review what you wrote about observation above and ask yourself the following questions: 

1. Did I answer in complete sentences? 
2. Does each sentence begin with a capital letter? 
3. Does each sentence end with a period, question mark, or exclamation point? 
4. Are there any words I should check the spelling on? 
5. Did I use my best cursive handwriting? 
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Grade 2, Day 4 

Take the time to review and make your work excellent. Show your parents or older sibling what 
you have written and have them check it for accuracy. 

P.E. (10 minutes) 

Sprint Race Steps: 
❏ Make a starting line and finish line (or find 2 objects you could use to mark at least 

15 feet apart) 
❏ Find someone to race against, or have someone time you! 
❏ When they say “GO” sprint down and back, or just straight to the finish line 

depending how you set up the race  
❏ Try to do at least 5 races before stopping! 

 
Video demonstration of sprint race: 
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/965e7d5a3366639125d90939333e4c76 

 

Art (10 minutes) 

● Take your egg and your artwork out from the last art session.  
● Observing closely the size of your actual egg, lightly draw the two-part shape of the 

egg below the horizon line.  
● Carefully add other details to the artwork such as accurate values, shadow, and 

highlight. Remember the lightest values will be the side nearest  to your light source! 
Finish your artwork today.  

● Video of Lesson:  
https://cloud.swivl.com/v/1801b6f268e0b78f20412d6239c2174e 
 
 

 Example of egg with shadow:  
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Grade 2, Day 5 

Day 5 Instructions and Resources 

Friday, 4/24 

Math (25 minutes)  

Math Fact Practice (5 minutes): Practice the math facts for under a minute! Time yourself! Then, 
practice your Math Flashcards the rest of the time. Do you know all your multiplication facts? If not, 
go practice them!  
 

3x8= 2x4= 10x10= 10x2= 5x5= 3x9= 

3x7= 2x9= 2x3= 10x8= 10x6= 5x4= 

5x3= 3x6= 3x4= 3x10= 5x9= 5x10= 

3x3= 1x9= 1x4= 3x11= 3x12= 5x6= 

2x5= 2x6= 10x9= 1x9= 2x11= 2x12= 

 
Independent Work (20 minutes)Let’s review what we have learned this week about writing 
fractions and adding fractions to make a whole. Solve the problems below.  
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Spalding (10 minutes) 

Choose 5 words from the word list and write 5 complete sentences. Underline the word you used. 
Make sure you are using the word correctly! Don’t forget capital letters, write in neat cursive 

handwriting, and check punctuation!  

Example: He had no objection to the plan.  
 
1.________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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4.________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5.________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

History (15 minutes) 

 
Recall what you have learned so far this week.  Take some time to review the lessons and 
vocabulary then discuss the questions below with a parent or older sibling.  

 
❏ Why did James Madison first go to Washington?  
❏ What did both James Madison and Thomas Jefferson believe? 
❏ What did you learn about Dolley Madison? 

  
Now, please answer the following question in complete sentences and then illustrate below. 
 
Why did war between America and Great Britain break out in 1812? 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Poetry (15 minutes) 
Pick one of the adverbs below and then say the poem in that way, repeat this three times picking a 
new adverb every time: loudly, quitely, bravely, cheerfully, gracefully, politely, angrily, lazily, 
wearily, quickly, slowly, crazily, dramatically, nervously, shakily, wildly 

Latin (10 minutes) 

● Say these Latin verbs while doing the motions. 
● Here is a video of Ms. Crimmins saying these Latin verbs with the motions. 

https://cloud.swivl.com/v/8d400f7ba9819b1afdea4b25253ed008 
 

Verb Translation: Verb Translation: 

habitō, -āre I live moveō, -ēre I move 

videō, -ēre I see maneō, -ēre I remain 

audiō, īre I hear pugnō, -āre I fight 

sedeō, -ēre I sit fugiō, -ere I flee 

stō, -āre I stand habeō, -ēre I have 
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Music (10 minutes) 

● Warm-Up:  
❏ Sing “Are You Sleeping?/Frere Jacques”and this time, put the rhythm in your 

feet. Say what rhythm is out loud and tap the words into your hand: “Rhythm 
is the way the words go.”  

❏ N.B. You should look like you’re hopping on hot lava when you sing 
“Morning bells are ringing”!  

❏ Try it again! Sing the song and choose all new motions  for each different 
rhythm. You may need to look back at the music on Day 1’s work to 
remember when to do what! This was the example given from Day 3 but this 
time, you choose new motions:  

❏ ta (Quarter note) - clap  
❏ ti-ti (Two eighth-notes) - tap on your head  
❏ to-oo (Half note) - Slide  

● Apple Tree *Look back to the “Apple Tree” music on Day 3* 
❏ Sing the words while showing song on your body ladder. Hint: On the last 

word “out,” you should look like this: 

 

 

❏ Sing with your body ladder again, but this time, sing on solfa (so, la, mi, do) 
Which solfa matches which part of your body ladder (shoulders, head, waist, 
knees)?  

❏ For fun: What kind of game could you make up for this song? Or, if you have 
enough people to make a circle, teach them the game we learned in class!  
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SPECIALS PARTICIPATION ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

Name of student ___________________________________________________ 

Date ________________________________________________ 

By signing this page I confirm my scholar completed the assigned activities this week for 
the specials classes listed. 

Art : ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Music : _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Latin : _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

P.E. : _______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Grade 2, Answer Key 

 
 
 
Monday: 
Math 
1. a.Yes 
     b.Yes 
     c. No 
     d. Yes 
2.  

✔   ✔ 

✔  ✔  

3.  

 ✔ ✔  

 ✔ ✔  

1. 

✔ ✔   

✔  ✔  

2. 

✔    

✔ ✔  ✔ 

3.Color only one of the two sections. 
4. Color only one of the four sections. 
5.(a)Color only one section of each rectangle. 
   (b) > 
 
History: 
 Answers may vary.  Examples:  
-People may have moved west looking for more space to live 

and more farmland. 

-Native Americans already lived on the western land where the 

settlers now wanted to live. 

-The British did not want the Americans to move close to 

Canada. 

-The Battle of Tippecanoe took place because the American 

government was nervous about the Native Americans whom 

Tecumseh united. 

 

 
Tuesday: 
Math 

Answers to the circles beginning at the left 
and going clockwise 
1/9, ½, 1/12, ⅙, 1/10, ¼, 1/11, ⅛, ⅓, 1/5  
2.(a)1;6 
   (b)2;5 
   (c)1;3 
(d)3;4 
(e)5;8 
Shapes starting as the top going right to left 
¾; 2/6; ⅝; ⅗; 7/10; ⅚; ⅜; ⅔;  
Color the same number of sections as the top 
number of the fraction. 
 

¾ ⅔ ⅗ 

⅚ ⅙ ⅖ 

½ 5/12 ⅜ 

 
FRACTIONS 
Wednesday: 
Math 
1)Color correctly. 
2)  

A.＞ 
B.＜ 
C.＜ 
D. ＞ 
E.＜ 
F. ＞ 

3)  
A.1/3 
B. ¼ 
C. 1/9  
D.½  
E. ⅛ 
F. ¼ 

4.  
A. ⅙  
B. 1/10  
C. ⅕ 
D. 1/12 
E. 1/10 
F. 1/9 

5. 
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a. ½ 
b. ⅕ 
c. ¼ 
d. ⅕ 

6.  
a. 1/7 
b. 1/12 
c. ¼ 
d. 1/9 

7. 1/10, ⅛, ¼, ½  
8. ⅓, ⅕, 1/9, 1/12  

  
Thursday: 
Math 
1. Match accordingly.  
2. 

a. ¼ 
b. ¾ 
c. ⅝ 
d. 7/10 
e. ⅜ 
f. ⅓  

3. 
a. 1, 4, ¼  
b. 5,9, 5/9  
c. 5,8, ⅝  

4. 
a. Greater  
b. Smaller  
c. Smaller  
d. Greater  
e. Smaller  

 
 
Friday: 
Math 
5. 

a. ¾ 
b. ⅘ 

6. 
a. 4/5  
b. ⅜ 

7. 
a. ⅓  
b. ⅕  

8.  
a. ⅛  

b. 1/10  
9. 

a. ⅛  
b. ⅕  
c. ¼  
d. ⅓  

10.  ⅓, 1/6 , 1/7, 1/9  
11.  

a. ⅓  
b. 2/10  
c. 7/10  
d. 2/7 

 
Exercise 5  
1. 

a. ⅔ 
b. 6/8  
c. ⅗ 
d. ⅚  

2. Match accordingly.  

 
 
History: 
» War broke out in 1812 because some members of 

Congress, known as the War Hawks, were angry with 

the British and wanted to go to war.  

» James Madison first went to Washington to help 

President Thomas Jefferson run  the government. 

» Both James Madison and Thomas Jefferson believed 

that government should work for the good of the 

people. 

» Dolley Madison was James Madison’s wife. She 

sometimes gave her husband advice when he had 

difficult decisions to make as president. 
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